BAADER 191

BAADER 100 Years

Innovating Food
Value Chains
BAADER is the global partner
on food processing solutions
with 100 years’ experience. We
design and engineer innovative
and holistic solutions that
ensure intelligent, safe, efficient
and sustainable food processing
in all phases, from the handling
of live and raw protein materials
to the finished food products.
Through our data capabilities,
we use data to interpret and
forecast along the entire
food value chain. In close
collaboration and partnership
with our customers and partners
we are taking further major
steps toward greater efficiency,
traceability, transparency,
profitability, and sustainability.
By sharing knowledge and data,
together we can succeed in
optimising the food value chain
in the long term.

Simple
and
Flexible
in one
Machine

Proven
Technology
Meets
New Design

The BAADER 191 for filleting whitefish
is the successor of BAADER’s worldwide known BAADER 190. It is suitable
for on-board processing of whitefish.
BAADER 191 steps into the next
dimension of on-board processing.

The best we can
do is individual
fish handling

The BAADER 191 combines a modern machine with proven technology.
The main focus is on usability and stability. The amount of wear parts are
reduced to a minimum. All motors are the same type. This reduces the
current cots on board significantly. A measurement of each single fish can
control the pin bone cutting depending on each individual fish.

Make the BAADER 191 unique for
your product

Wide infeed area with intelligent
fish transport

Recipe handling for perfect filleting result
for different species and qualities
Set up directly at the outfeed to have the
best opportunity for fine-tuning

Generous area to also feed the big fish
If you have to stop the infeed for any reason
the filleting section continues to work to get
all fish out of the machine

Constant high-quality pin bone-free
fillets without trimming

The fast running BAADER 191 focuses on a perfect, pin
bone-free surface. Manual after trimming is reduced to a
minimum.

Customer Benefits:
Smarter (easy to maintain
as only one motor type)
Line concept
Direct transfer to different skinning units
Same size as present machine to keep the
same production area
Possible to build the machine in place line
concept

Stable and clean
Stainless steel
Reliable on-board processing

Spare part handling
Using the same parts reduces the handling
and storage
Just one motor type for all spare parts
handling reduces cost

Faster (more fish)
Flexible (bigger fish range)
Intelligent (storage of recipes;
fine-tuning)

Technical Data
Fish species:

Cod
Saithe
Haddock

Working range:

350 mm–900 mm (head on)

Throughput:

Up to 70 fish/min
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This brochure is current as from the publication date and supersedes all previous versions.
The English version is perceived as the master document and all other versions are subject
to incorrect translation. The indicated limits of the working ranges and performances may vary
as a function of the proportion, quality and nutritional conditions of the fish. In order to achieve
an optimal result, it is recommended to adjust the machine within the working ranges of the fish
sizes mainly to be processed. Illustrations and dimensions are approximate and not binding.
Subject to design changes in the interest of technical progress. Actual scope of supply is
specified in our quotations and order confirmations and may differ from the descriptions and
photos in this brochure.
Attention! For the illustration of the technical details the safety devices and protection
mechanisms are partly not shown in operative condition. When operating the machine, all
corresponding devices and instructions referring to the safety of the machine are to be
utilised and/or observed.

